Machinimafest 2011 Program

May 3, 2011 - 3:30 - 5 pm
Katherine W. and Ezekiel Dumke Jr. Auditorium
Utah Museum of Fine Arts, Marcia and John Price Museum Building
At the University of Utah

- **Introduction** – Bob Kessler

**Competition Films**

- **Exit Interview (5:39)** – Shandice Beal (CS), Cory Sutherland (Film EAE), Taylor Case (CS), Alex Austin (CS), John Reed (CS), Josh Gramoll (CS)

- **Basura Blanca (5:24)** – Gavin Earley (CS), Jacobus LaFazia (CS), James Shaver (CS), Fariz Sutansyah (CS), Andrey Yaroshchuk (CS), Derek Young (Film EAE)

- **Heart of Shiva (7:37)** – Jon Casler (Political Science 2006, University of Colorado), Jeremy Devine (Film EAE), Darrell Barney (CS), Tyson Lawrence (CS), Nick Day (CS EAE)

- **Freeman Speaks (7:05)** – Patrick Krause (Film EAE), Matt Carroll (CS), Whitt Hansen (Film EAE), Michael Gutin (CS), Alex Henderson (CS)

- **Drastic Contrast (6:07)** – Garrett Flanders (CS), McKenna Bearnson (CS EAE), Kelly Harper (Film EAE), Nicole Storey (Film EAE), Ryan Hahn (CS), Ron Romero (CS EAE), Nick Hornbaker (CS EAE)

- **Yesterday’s Video Game Heros (4:36)** – William Lukas Black (Film EAE), Christian Munoz (Film EAE), Steven Benion (CS), Colton Feit (CS), William Parry (Film)

- **Artie 51 (11:37)** – Alex Stout (CS EAE), Benjamin Zeeman (CS), Jeremiah Turner (CS), Brad King (CS), Cameron George (Film), Justin Berger (CS EAE)

- **A Look at Space Pirates (4:15)** – Britt Hohn (Film EAE), Cody Cutler (CS), Katherine Shelton (CS), Rob Stefanussen (CS)

- **Daunting Inferno (3:58)** – Andrea Smith (Film EAE), Jonathan Humphries (Film EAE), Kevin Leo (Film EAE), Phil Shaw (CS), Ty Bain (CS)

- **Superhero Entourage (6:30)** – Aaron Burrell (CS EAE), Blake Sleight (CS EAE), Scott Torgeson (CS EAE), Ryan Phillips (Film EAE), Dan Turchenko (Film EAE), Sam Gnanasundaram (CS)

- **Check-mates (4:14)** – Daniel Van Orman (CS), Cody Curtis (Film), Gabriel Dhiak (CS), Hoa Hoang (CS), Alice Owens (Film EAE)

- **Eden (10:50)** – Luke Hartvigsen (Film), Brendan Wanlass (CS EAE), Mavin Martin (CS EAE), Christian Merrill (Film/English), Spencer Davis (Film EAE), James Hulse (CS EAE), Greg Bushnell (CS EAE), Jeremy Bonnell (CE), Tong Wu (CE), Adam Durant (CS EAE), Thad deus q. Beck (CS EAE), Dario Bosnjak (CS EAE), Yelfris Sosa (CS)

**Jury**

- Al Davis (School of Computing)
- Kevin Hanson (Department of Film and Media Arts)
- Dave Haslam (Disney Interactive)
- Ken Keys (EA Salt Lake)
- Matt Mateus (Spyhop)
- Mac McCann (Smart Bomb Interactive)

**Sponsored by:**

- Department of Film and Media Arts
- Entertainment Arts and Engineering (EAE)
- School of Computing
- Students’ Museum Advisory Council (SMAC)

**Thanks to our sponsors for providing prizes:**

- [Disney Interactive Studios](https://www.disneyinteractive.com)
- [Smart Bomb Interactive](https://www.smartbombinteractive.com)